Name: Dr Sandip Prabhakar Bhurke

Organization name: Prabhakar Bhurke Clinic (Andheri Mumbai)

Country: India

Number of events organized/collectiong in your country:

1. WKD2020 Awareness for Doctors ... January 2020 to April 2020 ... Distribution of WKD flier among approximately 200 General Doctors in Western Suburbs Mumbai India

2. Musical evening for Kidney Dialysis Technicians and Paramedics ... 1st February 2020 ... Kandivali East Mumbai India ... Co-Organizer

3. CDME Continuing Dialysis Medical Education Seminar Conference ... 8th February 2020 ... Municipal Hospital Auditorium for Approximately 500 Dialysis Technicians and students ... Topiwala Nair Medical College and BYL Nair Charitable Hospital Mumbai Central Mumbai India ... Co-Organizer and Co-Faculty

Activities of note (please give a brief description of the activity with links to online sources that mentioned it):

Activity 1 is on FB https://www.facebook.com/MyOwnOrganDonorCard/ and Google as posts on Clinic Business Page https://g.page/PrabhakarBhurkeClinicMumbaiIndia?gm

Activity 2 and activity 3 would be broadcast live on google youtube live and FB live at same time. Later edited versions would again be uploaded on youtube and FB.

List of media that published WKD press releases or mentioned WKD related activities (newspapers, magazines, online publications, TV, radio, etc.) – please provide link to online sources:

If you have created a World Kidney Day local website, Facebook page or Instagram account, please provide analytics such as: number of followers/number of site visits in March/ content most requested/page views/posts most liked/hash tag reach, etc....

List of celebrities involved and short description of their involvement
Description of advocacy activities: Dr Sandip Prabhakar Bhurke from Prabhakar Bhurke Clinic Andheri Mumbai India is handing WKD fliers and OrganDonorCards to approximately 200 General Doctors in Western Siburbs of Mumbai India.